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All freshmen took part in the
new student orientation program
designed to get them off to the
right start in college life and
determine their preparedness
in basic academic subjects. This
new program included English
and Mathematics placement
tests, engineering and general
aptitude tests, lectures by the
academic deans and administrative officials, assignment to fac' ulty counselors and various social events.
Featured in the orientation program were the major courses of
study, the cadet corps, student activities, the ROTC and academic
and class attendance regulations.
' Between tests and lectures, the
campus churches and YMCA held
open house. During the week
there were special tours arranged
. for the freshmen including the library, mess hall and the Calhoun
Mansion.
On Friday night tne President
Of the College, R. F. Poole, held
open house for all the freshmen,
which is a highly memorable
night.
New freshmen had a choice of
twenty-nine major courses in agriculture, arts and sciences, chemistry, education, engineering or
textiles.
This incoming class of freshmen
will' be the first to use the new
' $275,000 cadet laundry and the
$602,000 ceramic engineering
building.

Military Depr.
Has Eleven New
Staff Members
The military department leads
the list with the additions of new
staff members. Eleven new staff
members have been added it has
been announced by the president's
office.
The list includes Lt. Colonel
Kenneth E. Carpenter, USAF, a
graduate of University of Illinois
and Ohio State; Col. Richard J.
Werner, USA, graduate of Texas
A. and M. and Fontainbleau of
Fine Arts; and Lt. Col. Ernest H.
Hicks, George Peabody College,
University of North Carolina, and
University of Wisconsin.
Also, Lt. Col. William D. Caveness, USA, Oklahoma A. and M.;
M/Sgt. Gale M. Crane, USAF;
Technical Sgfc J. S. Hallford,
USAF; Captain John L. Kennedy,
Jr., USA, U. S. Military Academy;
1st Lt. B. C. Luna, Jr., USAF,
University of Alabama; Captain
Henry H. McCurley, University of
Georgia; Major Walter E. Nygard,
USA, U. S. Military Academy;
Captain Donald A. Taylor, USA,
Wofford College; and First Class
William J. Watson, USA, Illinois
State Normal University.

Baptist Group
To Hold Supper
On Monday, September 21, at
5:00 p. m. the Wednesday night
leadership group of the Baptist
Student Union will meet at the
Baptist Church. for a spaghetti
supper.
After the fellowship supper,
Carl Martin, Training Union di,' rector, will take charge of the program.
Those attending the supper will
be Barnes Bishop, Virgil Dominick, Hoyt Hardee, Larry Hood,
Irvin Madden, Ward Powers, Gene
Seigler, and Bob Shane.
Also present will be Lawrence
Starey and his general officers,
Bob Smith and Bob McDaniel. The
; objective of the meeting will be
to set up the organization for the
remainder of the semester. Included in the business will be the
appointment of officers, program
planning, and an enlistment program which has 250 students enrolled in the Wednesday night
program for its goal.
Subscriptions are now being
taken for the "Baptist Student".
This magazine cost one dollar for
the entire school year and is especially designed for the college
student. Any one desiring a sub, scription to this magazine may
contact George Buck, 3-329, or any
member of the B. S. U. Council.
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2,700 Students Enroll
For New Semester
Approximately 2700 students
enrolled at Clemson College this
fall according to G. E. Metz, college registrar. This number includes 800 new freshmen and 400
veterans, 200 of whom served during the Korean conflict.
Freshmen enrolled at the college
on Monday, September 5th and
6th. Students who enrolled at
the beginning of the summer session reported on Tuesday. All
other former students matriculated
on Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday and registered for classes
on Friday.

South Carolina's Oldest

College Opens
New Laundry
$287,000 Plant Opened
Officially For School Year

Cadet Corp Officers
Named For School Year
Colonel Forrest E. Cooksori, commandant of cadets and
professor of military science and tactics, has announced the
appointments of commissioned officers in the 1953-54 cadet
corps. There are approximately 2400 students enrolled in
the corps. This includes the Army ROTC and the AFROTC.
Clifton M. McClure, III, of Anderson, will be the top man in the Wildon Hucks, Galivant's Ferry;
cadet corps will serve as cadet Richard S. James, Statesville, N.
colonel.
C; James D. Martin, Lyman; MelOther officers of Cadet Colonel vin B. Nicides, Jr., Laurens; John
McClure's regimental staff are Ca- C. Talbert, Concord, N. C; George
det Lieutenant Colonel Jerry E. T. Tate, Greenville; Bobby J.
Dempsey, Anderson, executive of- Tharpe, Varnville; Thomas H.
ficer; Cadet Major William W. Trively, Clemson; and John R.
Bellamy, Bamberg, adjutant; Cadet Undewrood, Walhalla.
Major William L. Bross, GreenRegimental mess steward: SerThe new Clemson College laundry was opened
Monday. The new laundry is located next to
wood, plnas and training officer; geant first class Alexander M. Salin informal ceremonies held at the laundry last
the power plant on Riverside Drive.
Cadet Major Hugh C. Humphries, ley, Saluda, N. C; Regimental pubJr., Sumter, supply officer; and lic information Master Sergeant
Cadet Captain Charles J. Hammet John T. Green, III, Sumter. Color
of Kingstree, chaplin.
sergeants: ^Sergeants first class
The four battalion commanders Ralph R. Stone, Hyman and Jesse
are Cadet Colonels Ben K. Chreitz- A. White, Jr., Greensboro, N. C.
berg, Williamston; Lawrence M.
Also, William A. K,ey Columbia;
Gressette, Jr., St. Matthews; Sam
The first annual Campus Fall
John L. Leaphart, North; John M.
B. Murphree, Troy, Ala.; and Wiles
Little IH, Kelton; Robert E. Mc- Frolic, sponsored by Tiger Brother- Among the many projects made
F. Webb, Brunson.
Clure, Anderson; William F. Mc- hood, local service fraternity, will possible by this fund in the past
Oth^r appointments include bat- Clure, Chesnee; Thurman O. Mar- be held Friday, September 29.
were: the telephone at the guard
talion executive officer: Cadet Ma- tin, Aynor; Robert E. Middleton,
A fish supper will be served by room for local calls, free of charge
jors George B. Edwards, Florence;
Cowan's Seafood Kitchen of An- to the students; the guest, room
Fifteen new faculty members
John T. Gibbs, Jr., North Augusta; Clearwater, Fla.; Clyde E. Poovey, derson, in the college amphithea- next door to the guard room,
Cadet Major George R. Morgan, Jr., Hickory, N. C; Frederick J. ter Tickets are on sale at $1.00. where students may visit with staff for the school year 1953-54.
staff fo rthe school year 1953-54.
Greenville; and Frank R. Meech, Rivers, Chesterfield; Clyde D. Sadparents and friends; and the pav- Some of the new staff members
Plates will be served after 5:30.
Columbia. Battalion adjutants: Ca- ler, York; Clarke R. Starns, Jr.,
ing in front of the local post of- are here for -Jhe purpose of teachTHE FALL FROLIC will bring
det Captains Walter C. Cottingham, Castonia, N. C; John K. Swygert,
fice. The fraternity also selects ing and others for the field of reBallentine;
Judge
R.
Thornton,
Trio; Tracy H. Jackson, Clemson;
together the students and memClemson's Mother of the Year, to be
Greenville;
James
E.
Truelove,
search.
Robert L. Squires, Aynor; and
bers of the faculty and adminishonored at the annual Mother's
George S. Wise, Columbia. Bat- Sanford, N. C; William K. Tur- tration for an old fashioned getAs released by the president's
Day
celebration
each
May,
and
talion plans and training officers: ner, Columbia; George B. Woods, together.
office
the following men have
provides information booths at the
Cadet Captains Lawrence W. Brock, Jr., Rock Hill; and William E. WorTiger Brotherhood, as a com- opening of school and at other been added to the staff. They are
thy,
Chester.
Jr., Greenville; Richard C. Hall,
mittee of the whole, is seeking to times when visitors are on the George R. W. Bentley, Jr., associ
Squad leaders: Sergeants James
Mount Ulla, N. C; Philip R.
ate dairyman. B. S. A., University
bring the faculty and students into campus.
Nickles Hodges; and Thomas R. H. Abbott, Canton, N. C; Joe~ M. a closer social relationship.
of Georgia; W. B. S. Boykin, as
There
will
be
ample
time
for
Alexander, Anderson; Robert M.
Rosamond, Greenville.
The menu for the supper in- students to attend the Clemson- sociate professor of agronomy,
Company commanders: Cadet Ashmore, Greenville; Benjamin H. cludes fish, slaw, French fried
Georgia Tech freshman fotball Clemson College; Paul Cochran
Captains Emerson' E. Andrishok, Bell, Inman; Clifford G. Brittian, potatoes, hush puppies, ice tea or
plant engineer, B. S. Clemson; A.
" gr;me.
Hickory,
N.
C„:
Cecil
R.
.
Brown,
Mullins; John H. Baily, Charleston;
C. Elrod, instructor in mechanics
coffee,
and
cake.
Members
of
Tiger
Brotherhood
Carl B. Bishop, Bambery; Carl B. Spartanburg; Clifford C. Biyan,
and research assistant, Clemson
ALL PROCEEDS from the sup- will visit the barracks rooms to College; L. P. Fernandez, instrucBrabham, Dalzell; Jimmy C. Cur- Rains; Elton M. Calder, Jr., Sagive
students
the
opportunity
of
vannah,
Ga.;
Robert
M.
Carter,
per will go to the Tiger Brotherry, Greenwood; Furman R. Grestor in chemistry, B. S. College of
hood Campus Service Fund, buying tickets.
(Continued on Page Two)
sette, Jr., St. Matthews; Carl P.
Charleston; D. M. Graham, assoMartin, Elloree; John S. W. Pacciate in dairying; George W. Gunham, Sumter; Jackson M. Quinn,
ther, assistant professor of archiClover; William R. Bobertson,
tecture, B. F. A. Washington UniGray Court; Carroll W. Smith,
versity, M. F. A. Indiana UniverTravelers Rest; Jerry D. Stacy,
sity; and W. A. Jones, extension
Gaffney; Robert W. Tinsley, Lauassistant agricultural engineer, B.
rens; Raymond H. Willingham,
S. Clemson College,
Newberry; James W. Phillips, Ruby;
Also, Earl S. Liberty, assistant
and Philip G. Porcher, Mt. Pleasbusiness manager, B. S. Dartant.
mouth College; H. E. McLeod, inCompany executive officers: First
structor in agricultural engineerLieutenants James W: Anderson,
ing, B. S- Clemson College, D. J.
Timmonsville; Herbert D. Bickley,
Richey, associate poultry pathologNewberry; Edwin H. Brown, Woodists, B. S. Iowa State College, M.
ruff; Robert S. Calabro, Long IsS. Mississippi State College, Ph.
land, N. Y.; Olin L. Craig, CateeD. Michigan State College; B. W.
chee; Corol N. Dodson, Brunson;
Slope, assistant professor of phyGeorge R. Griffin, Leesville; James
sics, B. S. University of Richmond,
T. McCarter, Taylors; Elias A.
M. S. and Ph. D. University of
McCormac, Jr., Dillon; Raleigh W.
Virginia, J. E. Smith, instructor
Powers, Pamplico; and John A.
(Continued on Page Two)
Salters, Jr., Trio.
Platoon leaders: First Lieutenants Wendell D. Adams, Cottageville; William L. Adams, Collageville; Thomas W. Arnold, Seneca;
Thomas F. Ballentine, Blyth^wood;
September 26 is the last day
Theodore A. Banz, Ridgewoid, N.
on which students can complete
J.; Carl B. Bishop, Bamberg;
a change in their program of
Thomas B. Bradley, Newberry; Lustudies this semester if the
ther H. Carroll, Westminster; Neschange involves adding a new
t>it H. Caughman, High Point, N.
subject. Students desiring to
C; Benjamin F. Dobson, Duncan;
make changes should report to
Donald B. Dunlap, Rock Hill;
room IS Main Building, not later
Charles N. Erwin, Jr., Brevard, N.
than September 25. October 10
C; Buel M. Ferguson, Brevard, N.
is the Itst day on which a student
C; Jones A. Baillard, Brevard, N.
can complete the process of dropC; Joseph A. Galloway, Hartsville;
ping a subject without having
Joharie L. Godwin, Summerton; The huge pilot lab of the new Olin Building will
grant of $180,000 has been given to the College
the subject posted on his record.
Claude B. Goodlett, Jr., Travelers be a complete ceramics factory in miniature. A
by the Olin Foundation to equip the school.
Rest--, William N. Gressette, Jr.,
St. Matthews; and Adolph P.
Hearon, Darlington.
Also, Heyard C. Hurt, Greenwood; William B. Lawrence, Greenville; Alva L. McCaskilL Jr., Bishopvilte; George R. Morgan, Jr.,
Greenville Rhett B. Myers, Moncks
Corner; Ronald M. North, Stockton, Ga.; Robert B. Plowden, Sumter; John B. Poison, Hartsville;
Raleigh W. Pawers, Jr., Pamplico;
Edward M. Rast, Cameron; Hulic
OFFICIALS of the college and creator of the Olin Foundation,
B. Ratteree, Rock Hill; Marvin R.
the Olin Fondation feel that this the new structure stands on the
Reese, Jr., Greer, James H. Suggs,
completely furnished building will main quadrangle of the campus
Loris; and John M. Turner, Winnsgive
an impetus to a great new between the engineering building
boro.
CLEMSON, August 9—A grant materials can be taken in their industry in South Carolina and and the fertilizer analysis build'
Platoon Leaders: Second Lieuing. Constructed of reinforced
tenants Charles E. Lancaster, Ta- of $180,000 has been given Clem- raw state and made into a finished the southern states. Possessing an
steel and concrete faced with
ceramic
product
such
as
brick,
untold
wealth
in
clays,
sands
and
son
College
by
the
Olin
Foundabor City, N. C; Lonnie H. Littlebrick, it will be completely airjohn, Spartanburg; Horace L. Mil- tion, Inc. to equip the new cera- tile, pottery, etc. This pilot labo- other ceramic minerals, the state
conditioned, except for the rooms
ratory
will
feature
the
latest
type
is
the
nation's
second
'largest
promics
building,
built
with
a
$445,ler, Campobello; Alpha M. Heety,
Rock Hill; Fred A. Nimmer, Jr., 000 grant received from the Foun- tunnel kiln through which cera- ducer of kaolin and also has large in which kilns are located. Most
mic products move automatically. deposits of kyanite, silica sand, of its interior walls are of colorRidgeland; and Charles E. White. dation last fall.
Also, to be equipped are a $60,- shale, clay, sericite, vermieulite ed glazed tile.
The 28,500 sqare foot teaching
Regimental sergeant major: MasThe new ceramics building is
ter Sergeant David Morris, Shelby, and research building will be fill- 000 analytical laboratory with an and barite.
In addition to teaching a cur- being built for $421,871, the conN. C. Battalion sergeant majors: ed with the most modern ceramic electron microscope, an x-ray unit
Master Sergeant Charles H. Fer- manufacturing and testing equip- and a spectrograph; a $26,000 re- riculum in ceramic engineering, tract price plus extras and
guson, Great Falls; Clyde A. Glenn, ment on the market. The addi- search laboratory to perform tests members of the ceramics faculty saving of $23,129 on the plans and
Jr., Anderson;. Robert G. Hill, Flo- tional grant from the Foundation on ceramic electronic parts; a $26,- will use the facilities of the build- specifications for which the Olin
rence; and Fred H. Hope, North makes it possible to equip the 000 laboratory for fundamental ing for extensive research in their Foundation granted $445,000.
The Olin Fondation, created to
Augusta.
building completely withv every- research in ceramics; a $12,000 field in order to aid in the deFirst sergeants: Master Sergeants thing from a $24,000 spectrograph laboratory to duplicate the process velopment of the new industry. aid education through the conGeorge U. Bennett, Columbia; to the smallest item worth only a of enamel, a $10,000 laboratory to A number of courses in ceramic struction of educational facilities,
illustrate the instrumentation in arts will also be offered to public is headed by Dr. Charles L. Horn
Thomas W. Bookhart, Kingstree; few dollars.
William F. Cockrell, Jr., Girover,
ceramic plants, a 116 seat lecture school teachers*during the annual of Minneapolis, Minn.,, president.
Other officers are James O. Wynn
N. C; Fletcher C. Derrick,, Jr.,
INCLUDED in the building is a room with three types of movie summer sessions.
of New York City, vice president
Johnston; David R. Gentry, Easley; $35,000 pilot laboratory which is projectors and a camera; and
Curtis D. Gillespie, Anderson; Wil- a ceramics manufacturing plant in general laboratories, class rooms
TO BE CALLED Olin Hall in and Ralph Clark of Alton, 111.,
liam C. Howard, Canton, N. C; miniature, where various ceramic and offices.
honor, of the late F. W. Olin, secretary-treasurer.

Tiger Brotherhood To
Sponsor Fall Frolic

15 HERS 10
FACULTY, STAFF

Sept. 26 Schedule
Change Deadline

College Given $180,000
Olin Foundation Grant
Fund Will Be Used To Equip Clemson
College Modern Ceramic Building

Another one of the additions to
the Clemson College campus is the
$287,000 laundry. The student body
has out grown all of the previous
buildings that have housed the
student laundry and on June 20
of this year a contract was made
with Daniel Construction Company
for the construction of the building.
LAUNDRY services have been
rendered previously in the small
building now occupied by the Printing Ssop. The student body outgrew this building and a shed was
added along the east side.
This old building was burned in
July 1914 and immediately rebuilt.
The student body continued to
grow and another laundry building
was constructed in 1923 immediately in the rear of Barracks No. 1 so
ts to make it convient to the students.
Seven year later in 1930 approximately 40 feet of basement and one
story were added. In 1951 it became
necessary to agSin add to tye building. Even this latest addition was
not sufficient.
THE PRESENT building represents one of the first steps in the
carrying out of the building program of the immediate building
progrtm of Clemson.
The official opening of the laundry was held as noon, Monday,
September 14. Mr. Walter Cox, assistant to the president presided
and Frank Dillard, superintendent
of the hew plant gave the invocation. The colored employees of the
(Continued on Page Two)

Wesley Foundation
Holds First Meeting
Of New Semester
The first regular meeting , of
the Wesley Foundation was held
at 'the Methodist Church, Wednesday night, September 16. Professor John Lane was speaker for the
meeting.
In addition to the speaker, program cards listing the activities
for first semester were given out.
"The Wesley Foundation Notes",
the student publication of the organization, will be circulated to
each Methodist student's room as
soon as a complete roster is available.
Johnny Turner is editor for
"The Notes".

Maid Of Cotton
Contest To Be
Held At Clemson
South Carolina's Maid of Cotton for 1954 will be selected at
Clemson College in a two day
elimination procedure November
4-5, sponsored through the combined effort of the cotton interests
in the state from the farmers to
the textile manufacturers.
John K. Cauthen, executive
vice-president of the South Carolina Textile Manufacturers' Association and director of the contest,
in announcing plans for the contest stated that due to its success
last year at Clemson the contest
would become an annual affair on
the campus.
County agents all over the state
have been asked to set up local
committees to determine the selection of representatives from
each county. The method of selection will be left up to the individual county. The state Maid
of Cotton will be chosen from
these county representatives at
Clemson and will go on to compete
for the national title in Memphis,
Tennessee in January. South Carolina's 1953 Maid of Cotton is
Miss Emily Wood Coxe of Montclare.
The county maids must meet
certain specifications. They must
be between 19 and 25 years of
age as of January 1, 1954, not less
than five feet, five inches tall, unmarried, a native of a cotton producing state and a resident of
South Carolina for a short period
of time.
In addition to the routine interviews and judging, the contest
at Clemson will include a parade
by the Clemson cadet corps, the
various dinners and luncheons, the
final elimination in the college
field house to be open to the public, and the Cotton Ball for the
contestants, their escorts and invited guests.
Each coun/ty maid will have an
escort chosen from the cadet corps
who will accompany her to all of
the functions on the campus.
The panel of judges to pick the
state winner at Clemson will be
announced later along with details of the contest.

Seventeen Frosh
BLUE KEY TO
Attend Y.M.C.A.
AGAIN SPONSOR Pre-School Camp
Seventeen freshmen spent the
CINEMA GUILD week-end
of September 5, 6 at
Blue Key, national honorary
leadership fraternity, will again
sponsor the Sunday Cinema
Guild.
The first movie will be shown
September 27, in the chemistry
auditorium. Two movies will
be shown each month during the
first semester.
Admission to the shows will
be'by season membership only.
The tickets, which can be obtained from Blue Key members
or at the door, are priced at
$2.00 for four movies and $3.00
for all seven movies.
A complete listing of the
movies to be shown will be'
released in next week's Tiger.

Textile Scholarship
Offered To Students
The American Enka Corporation has established a fund for
granting a $400 scholarship to a
Clemson student each year beginning August 1, 1953. The recipient will be chosen by the
Scholarship Committee from students in the junior class in textiles,
on the basis of need, ability and
evidence of good character. The
recipient must be a citizen of the
United States and students who
rank in the upper half of the class
will be given preference.
Any junior who believes they
meet these conditions and are interested in applying for ttiis
scholarship, should contact the
Dean's office in the School of Textiles to obtain further information.

NOTICE
This is a reminder that subscriptions to the TIGER for
the 1952-53 school year have expired. A subscription blank appears on page two. Send your's
in now.

Camp Greenville with representatives of the Clemson YMCA. The
group was met at the 'Y' by Mr.
Holtzendorff, General Secretary of
the local 'Y* and several of the
cabinet members and were then
taken up to Camp Greenville near
Caesars Head.
Before leaving for the camp the
freshmen were welcomed by Lamar Neville, President of the
YMCA. After this Col. Read of
the commandants office, Mr. Metz
of the Registrars Office, and Mr.
Cloaninger, Vice-Chairman of the
YMCA advisory board were introduced. Each made a brief comment to the group.
Activities at the camp included a series of talks, worship
services, and recreation. Phillip
Porcher oriented the students on
freshman work and YMCA activities. Jerry Hammet and Lamar Neville introduced them to
the Y programs, church organizations and cabinet organization. Joe O'Cain, Rev. M. C.
Allen, Mr. Cooper and Mr. Hoi- tzendorff led the group in the
worship services and International Sunday school lesson.
Campus organizations and community activities were presented
by Robert Tinsley and Tom
Bookhart respectively, with Mr.
Cloaninger summing up the role
of the YMCA at Clemson.
The freshmen who attended the
camp were Lewis Cromer, Greenwood; William DuBose, Darlington; Lewis Nance, Gallivant's
Ferry; Walter Calcutt, Plamplico;
John Houser, Bishopville; Weston
New, Greenville; Mack Roger,
Waxhaw, N. C; Jim Wiggins, Arlington, Va.; Thurmond McLamb,
Little River; Robert Randall, Larance; John Rogers, Florence;
Basil McGirt, Columbia; Bennie
Platt, Ocean Drive; William Turner, Dover, N. J.; Robert Bryson,
Woodruff; Larry Lanier, Savannah, Ga.; and Charles Clark, Pamplico.
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Back to The 'Old Grind'

School Has Begun—
Plan Your Time Wisely

Policies Governing
THE TIGER

WE have been back at Clemson for less than a week but
we realize that school has really begun. But have we
really started?
It is hard to adjust ourselves to the "old grind" after
a wonderful summer's vacation. How we prepare ourselves
these first few weeks will greatly reflect how our reports
will look at the end of the semester.
Some experts say college students must study at least
25 hours a week, a figure based upon an average college student's class road. However, this amount of time is not the
important thing. It is the way in which the time is spent.
Good students do not study any more than the poor students. They use their time more effectively.
Some of us fall into the habit of "cramming." This
would be entirely unnecessary if we reviewed notes taken
during lecture periods at least once a week. Besides taking
notes during lectures, notes summarizing textbook assignments, and extra reading are helpful aids in making the
subject matter easier to understand.
Mental quizes on probable questions the professor may
ask are also helpful.
Plan your time. Don't be a bookworm and yet don't
neglect your studies.

A Freshman's View Of
The Orentation Program
WHEN we freshmen left home Sunday and Monday, September 6th and 7th, we knew that we we're taking a
big step in our lives, if not the biggest. All of us hated to
leave home so early, or earlier than most schools around.
Leaving home with the family car full, we started the
big step. We had no idea of what we were stepping into,
except we had heard of an orientation program, we
headed straight for Clemson and this week-long program of
which we knew nothing. What in the world could a program like this do to us or for us?
*
Arriving at Clemson, we found for the first time the
familiar line system. Lines for everything. And we had
to go through every one of them. Most of the days and
nights were spent in lines, no doubt.
During the days, we took placement tests to determine
courses. These awakened us some, to the fact that we
weren't so smart, but at night we found very different programs. We learned that we were to be soldiers, we learned how to get permits, we learned regulations, and we also
found out what was expected of us as cadets. We found
friendship in the churches and helpful hands from our advisors. Finally we got our class assignments and found
out that this college life is going to be a 24-hour-a-day job.
Throughout the week we had found out basically what
we needed to know about college, what to expect, and why
a certain thing is done a certain way. After a week of preparation here at Clemson, we freshmen are ready to take the
big step, the step into life, our future. This one week in
our short lifetime may mean the difference between finishing college and dropping out along the way. We will never
be able to evaluate how much better off we were to have
had this week to look over the ground we are to place our
feet on.
John Snoddy—'57

well, here we are boys, back at with these "crumbs" too.
—OSCAR SAYSthe old grind again and that he
that Bob Burns and Lynwood
(oscar) Is out to 'cut" every
Duke (the lovers??) haven't been
"crumb" available!
seen together much. What's the
—OSCAR SAYS—
that John (big deal) Gibbs was matter "slobs", broken up!
number one man in military at
—OSCAR SAYS—
that he (oscar) thinks that the
Beloir during summer camp!
new Laundry Building should
—OSCAR SAYS—
that he (oscar) doesn't want to have been dedicated to "Wartleave Raymond (Bones) Willing- head"—you've been around here
ham out or also being number one long enough, "sqrounge"!
at summer camp. Keep that light—OSCAR SAYS—
er in your pocket, you crumb, it
that Harry (blubber mouth)
stinks.
Liferage takes the cake for being
—OSCAR SAYS—
the loudest "slob" on the campus.
that the orchids of the week go
to the cadre for doing a fine job
that Billy (the thin man) Bross
of getting the *rats" on the stick. is really in "hog" heaven cause he
Let's keep it up troops!
made the regimental staff.
—OSCAR SAYB—

—OSCAR SAYS—

that Fred Hope made the battalion staff this year. Most "Jelly
Bellies" do! Don't follow your
ancestors, Butler and Crownwell.
Carl {Pudgy) Brabham can fit in

that he (oscar) heard that
Jimmy (Snow King??) Wells is
now robbing the cradle since he
got the shaft from a "Carolina
Cat".

Another Year Begins For Clemson;
Freshmen Are Showing Great
By Carroll Moore
us put them into print so that the "HigherCONGRATULATIONS ON
Ups' may see the way that the students feel
THE SPIRIT ,FROSH
First, I would like to put in a plug for about a certain situation. If any student,
the some 800 bald-headed students on the especially the freshman, feels that he knows
campus realize the importance of the spirit some need on the campus that would benecellent school spirit that they have been fit the school and the students or if anyone
showing during the first week of this school doesn't like the way certain regulations are
session. Whether you new arrivals to the being carried" out and feel that it is bad for
campus realie the importance of the spirit the school, bring the suggestion or comof the students, I don't know, but ask any plaint to the TIGER office and we will be
upperclassman what it means to the school. glad to weigh out your feelings and put
The cheers and singing in the mess hall and them into print. This is your newspaper
in the barracks, the practice of speaking to and we are here to print what the student
everyone oyu meet, showing respect to up- body wishes. Again I say, take advantage
perclassmen and giving good "Kat service," of the "Freedom of the Press".
are all old Clemson traditions. Keep it up PARKING SITUATION CRITICAL
and it will be more fun and you and the BUT ... TO OUR ADVANTAGE
Everyone seems to be griping about the
school will benefit by it.
As for the upperclassmen, I believe that parking situation that has come up this
the freshmen are off to a good start—the semester. I'll readily admit that it is a
cadre did a good job in getting them ac- mess at the present time, but I hope the
quainted with the traditions at Clemson— students will try to realize that all of this
so it's up to us to keep them on the right renovation on the campus is being done for
track and at the same time keep Clemson us and that it is only right that we comply
with the rules and regulations that are bealive.
ing set up on the parking situation. I think
LET'S SIT TOGETHER
This Saturday night marks the opening that the change for the penalty for parking
of a new football season here at Clemson violations from 10 demerits to a sum not
and at the same time gives many new stu- exceeding ten dollars was a wise move and
dents a chance to see college football for the should have been done sooner. Last year
first time. It has always been a custom at there were always a few students that
Clemson for the cadet corps to sit together didn't seem to mind pulling their car into
in a section marked off for them and join the parking lot and blocking another car
in the yells and fun during the game. Dur- or two. These students will think twice
ing the past couple of seasons the cheer- before pulling an act like that this year
leaders have organized a card section which with the money situation involved in the
proved very successful. They want to put violation.
Take this advice if you own a car, park
on an even better show for the home games
this season but without the help of the stu- only in the prescribed places, don't block
dent body the idea will fold. Since the P. other cars, and don't complain; the adminC. game is a night game, the card section istration is doing all they can to help the
will not be used, but it will be used for the students.
GET YOUR TICKETS
rest of the games. Sit together and yell!
Students are reminded that if they wish
GIVE US YOUR IDEAS
Again, I would like to remind the upper- to obtain tickets for their parents or friends
classmen and let the freshman know just for any of the football games, they had betwhat this page is for. It is for your bene- ter move fast. Tickets are on sale in the
fit and we, the TIGER staff, urge you to field house for all the games except the
bring us your ideas or complaints and let State Fair Classic.
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(Continued From Page One)
Walterboro; Benjamin G. Cochran,
Dublin, Ga.; Richard W. Cook,
Aiken: Leon H. Gribb, Jr., Hemingway; Rawl D. Culclasure, Jr.,
St. Matthews; Julian M. Currie,
Harleyville; Bobby J. Daniel, Oxford, N. C.; Clarence W. Davis,
Abbeville ^Wyane R. Davis, Liberty;
Robert B. Dom, Irmo; Cornice E.
Driskill, Asheville, N. C; and
Francis M. Dwight in, Wedgefleld.
Also, Richard M. Freund, Philadelphia, Pa.; James A. Gallman,
Inman, Clyde M. Gardner, Darlington; John M. Gasque, Jr., Columbia; William A. Casque, Marion;
Samuel B. George II, Lexington;
Robert C. Grant, Abbeville; Charles
E. Gray, Spartanburg; James T.
Greene, Augusta, Ga.; W. Bernard
Hall, Jr., Spartanburg; John H.
Hardee, Loris; James C. Harden,
Jr., Columbia; Gene A. Henderson,
Bamberg; David A. Inabinet, St.
Matthews; Frank L. James, Lake
Worth, Fla.
Also, William T. Jefferies, Burlington, N. C; Jack McAlister, Sasley; Joe F. Mattison. Belton; Lawrence N. Meader, Orangeburg; Alls-

ton T. Mitchell, Greenville; Andrew D. Mitchell, Lawrens; Richard L Neely, Rock Hill; Robert
Paredes, Irwin, Pa.; Roy E. Pardue, Jr., Graniteville; Joel D. Pate,
Winnsboro; Dewey H. Pearson, Jr.,
Orangeburg; Jimmy D. Phipps, Jr.,
Lake City; Henry M. Pickelsimer,
Piedmont; Randolph O. Potts, Fort
Mill; Charles W. Reece, Greer;
Sam Mi Rice, Allendale; Joe L.
Richardson, Fair Play; Douglas E.
Satterfield, Lyman; William Schirmer, Jr., Charleston; William B.
Seabrook, Anderson.
Also, Dan W. Shealy, Spartanburg; Richard B. Sherer, Rock Hill;
Chauncy D. Smith, Jr., Spartanburg; William F. Stafford, Oswego;
William O. Stone, Jr., Newberry;
Thelbert R. Suggs, Loris; Duffie
T. Taylor, Jr., Florence: John A.
Templeton, Greenville; Carl B.
Tucker, Mt. Croghan; Lewis J. Turner, Jr., North Augusta; Thomas
A. Turner, Blacksburg; Byron K.
Webb, Cross; Lawrence A. White,
Camden; Paul M. White, Greenwood; R. E. Whitlock, Lake City
Color corporals: Corporals Albert B. Blanton, Jr.; Forest City,
N. C. and John L. Humphries, Sumter.
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COLLEGE OPENS
(Continued From Page One)
laundry supplied music for the occasion.
C. E. Daniel, president of Daniel
Construction Company, and members of his organization were called
on ti make statements about the
new plant. Daniel presented the
key to T. W. Thorrihill, representing the Clemson Board of Trustees,
who in turn presented the key to
J. C. Littlejohn, business manager
of the college.
Mr. Rademacher and Mr. Zek,
representatives of the American
Laundry Machinery Company, were
also present for the ceremony.

NOTICE
Those students who wish to act
as ticket takers and gate keepers at the football games scheduled for this session should
immediately register with the
Business Manager's Office.

The college newspaper is a unique institution. In some respects it is like the newspaper operated as a private enterprise, having many of the same objectives and traditions. In other respects, however, it differs. The Tiger, like the newspapers of
most other colleges, must take into account
these special conditions:
1. It enjoys a monopoly in its field by
virtue of grants of authority from both the
college and the student body. Having a
monopoly in the publication of student
news, it cannot represent any single group
or single opinion, but must take into account all groups and all opinions.
2. In the sense that the college acts as
the collection agency for the Tiger and requires by official action that every student
support it, the paper becomes a least a semiofficial function of the college.
3. Bearing the official approval of both
college and student body, each issue of the
Tiger will necessarily reflect credit or discredit upon both the institution and the
students. By contrast^ the private newspaper is a direct reflection only upon its
owners and staff.
4. The management of the Tiger, unlike
the management of private newspapers, is
elected. The management, therefore, acts
as temporary custodian. But while being
in temporary control, its actions have a
bearing upon the financial stability and
reputation of the paper during future administration.
It can be readily se^en. that the management, upon election, does not become sovereign—that is, it does not have supreme authority. It is responsible to the student
body and the college jointly: the Publications Board, representing both, has been
set up as the instrument of this authority.
The Board's responsibility does( not involve
one of detailed supervision day by day, but
it does mean that the Board is responsible
for setting up fundamental policies of operation, and that the management of the
paper is responsible to the Board for putting into effect such policies.

In its sphere the Tiger can be operated
as a laboratory providing practical opportunities for experience in the techniques of'
journalism, and at the same time as anexperience in the operation of a vital democratic institution.
The extent to which
freedom is granted necessarily depends upon the degree to which student management
develops a realistic sense of responsibility.
The following policies are minimum essentials in the conduct of the paper:
1. In all its phases, news, editorial and
business, the paper should be conducted so
as to reflect credit upon the college as an
institution and upon the student body.
2. The principles of sound business practice, recognizing the fact that the Tiger is a
permanent not a temporary enterprise,
should be followed.
3. Recognized principles of journalism
ethics should be followed, including these
practices:
A. The paper should be edited in a spirit
of tolerance, restraint and good will, both
in its attitude toward persons off the campus and on it.
B. Recognizing the fact that it has circulation off the campus, care should be
taken to follow standards of good taste. Vulgar, coarse and uncouth expressions have
no place in it.
C. In news coverage, the views of every
person or group involved should be expressed without partisanship.
D. In any news story or editorial involving criticism or implications of criticism
against the administration of the college,
Jhe official involved should have an opportunity to state his or her position and such
matter should be included in the particular
news story or editorial.
(There is nothing unusual about this provision; it is an inviolate policy of every reputable newspaper and press association.)
E. The editor shall be held responsible
for avoiding libelous statements.
F. All letters to the editor which are
printed should be signed by the author.

meeting the requirements of the
Department of Defense. This
headquarters will continue to do
everything possible to reciprocate
this understanding and cooperation.
"It is requested that this letter be forwarded through Air
Force channels to the Department of the Army and thence to
High praise for the professors professors of military science
of military science and tactics in and tactics so an acknowledgethe universities throughout the ment of the appreciation of this
nation have been received by the headquarters. The cooperation
Department of the Army from and assistance given this comBrigadier General M. K. Deichel- mand by professors of military
mann, commandant of the Air sciences and tactics, is in keepUniversity Headquarters, Air ing with the finest traditions of
the military service," Maj. Gen.
Force ROTC.
The letter from Gen. Deichel- Barker, deputy commanding
mann to the Commanding General general, the Air University, said
in an indorsement of Gen.
of the Air University, was ocDeichelmann's letter,
casioned by the prompt manner! l^"^^-^^* of co
in which Army personnel handled^^ between ^ Fofce ^
requests from Army ROTC per- Army ROTC officials, as expresssonnel for their transfer to Air
ed by both Maj. Gen. Deichelmann
Force ROTC. The letter was for- and Maj. Gen. Barker are most
warded by the Air University
gratifying," Maj. Gen Hugh M.
commanding general to the De- Milton, II, executive of the office
partment of the Army in Wash- of the executive for reserve and
ington^ and a copy of it has just ROTC affairs, said upon receipt
been received from Washington by of Gen. Deichelmann's letter. "We
Lt. Gen. A. R. Boiling, command- feel that interservice cooperation
ing general, Third Army.
in resolving the many problems
General Deichelmann's letter in which are constantly posed to both
full follows:
PMS&Ts, where Air Force and
Army ROTC are on the same
"During the present academic
campus,
has been outstanding duryear this headquarters has received through Army channels a ing the past year."
Lt. Gen. A. R. Boiling, comnumber of requests from Army
manding general, Third Army,
ROTC cadets to transfer to Air
orce ROTC for the purpose of heartily endorsed Gen. Deichelmann's statement, saying: "I wish
ultimately entering a form of
to add my appreciation for the asflight training. The cooperation
sistance rendered in support of
of the Army in approving and
the ROTC program and resulting
processing these requests has incooperation in meeting the redicated their understanding of
the* urgent requirement for air- quirements of the Department of
Defense."
crew personnel.

GEN; DEICHELNIANN
Y
fil . S. PROFESSORS

"The general attitude of professors of military science and
tactics and the several numbered
Army headquarters is typified by
the following excerpts from a recent indorsement of the professor
of military science and tactics at
The Citadel to the request of one
of his students to transfer to the
Air Force ROTC unit in order to
apply for flying training in grade:
'Approval is strongly recommended'.
" 'Due to the current shortage of
student pilots for the Air Force,
which is understood to be critical,
it is believed the Armed Forces
will be strengthened if this request is approved.'
"The cooperative attitude of the
Army in this particular detail is
a significant factor in the relationship of the services to the ROTC
institutions. It also demonstrates
to all a mutual recognition of the
mission of the ROTC program in

COLLEGE ADDS
(Continued From Page One)
in chemistry, B. S. College of
Charleston; J. O. Stakely, assistant
professor of architecture. B. S. in
Architecture Georgia School of
Technology; and J. D. Wade, assistant coach, B. S. Clemson College.

The Commission
Of Civil Service
Will Hold Exam
Examinations have been announced by the U. S. Civil Service Commission for Cartographer, Cartographic Aid, Cartographic Technician, and Cartographic Draftsman, for filling positions in various
Federal agencies in Washington,
D. C, and vicinity. Some field-service-at-large positions throughout
the United States may also be f illed.The salaries of the positions
range from $2,750 to $10,800 a year.
No written test will be given.
Appropriate education or experience, or a combination of education and experience Is required.

Clemson School
Of Architecture
Fully Accredited
The National Architectural Board
has placed the Clemson College
Department of Architecture on the
1953-54 list of accredited schools of
architecture.
Since its beginning forty-two
years ago the Clemson Department
of Architecture has graduated over
four hundred students, many of
whom have remained in South
Carolina and form a large majority
of the architects participating in
the state.
Architecture was introduced at
Clemson in 1811 by Professor
Rudolph E. Lee. At the time he
was a teacher of mechanical
drawing. He built the department
up through the years until his
retirement in 1948 after Sl-M
years of servce ta the college
He was suceeded by Professor
John H. Gates, a graduate of
Yale, under whose guidance the
department has gained a national
reputation in design competition.
The present architectural faculty
under Professor Gates is composed
of ten members, most of whom
have or are working towards graduate degrees.
For the past five years Clemson
architectural students have done
exceptlontlly well in national design
completions including the famous
Paris Prize completion.
Last year the award was won by
a Clemson graduate, E. H. Shirley
of Greenville.

Major Boucher
Assumes Fort
Jackson Duties
Major George H. Boucher, a former member of the Clemson College Military Staff, has assumed
duties as Troop Information and
Education Officer at Fort Jackson.
Major Boucher graduated from
Clemson in 1934, and saw 20 months
service overseas in World War D.
He also served 10 months in Korea
and is a holder of the Bronze Star
Medal.
He was an instructor In Fresh,
man Army ROTC during his duty
at Clemson.
Applications will be accepted until further notice and must be filed
with the U. S. Civil Service Commission, Washington 25, D. C.
Application forms- may be obtained
from the Commission's Washington
office or from a civil service regional office.

Subscribe to The Tiger. Send only $2.00 to Box 269—
Clemson.
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Tigers Open '53 Season Against P. C. On Saturday
Predictions Of
Major Football
Games In South
By BOB WHEELER AND
ROGER YIKE

By FRANK ANDERSON

The sports staff of the Tiger
will now go .out on a limb and
make several predictions concerning football games to be played
by some of the Tiger opponents,
members of the new Atlantic
Coast Conference and several
games of interest in the southeastern part of the U. S.
Duke - Carolina: The Duke
Blue Devils, led by Worth Lut*
should prove too much for Carolina's five All-Staters. The
Gamecocks should lose this one
About 27-13.

FALL 1953—CLEMSON FOOTBALL—WHAT'LL IT BE?
On Saturday night, September 19, the Clemson Memorial Stadium will once again be the scene of football U.S.A.
The orange and purple clad Howardmen will match stamina and skill with the Presbyterian Blue Stockings. •
What will the Bengals do this year? That is a debatable question. The Tigers are completely changing and perClemson - Presbyterian: This
haps improving their football setup.
should be an early season
One of the big steps in the changing of Tiger football "breather" for the home-town
is the switch from two platoons to one platoon football. This boys. Clemson is slated to take
this one by about five TD's.
change is taking place in all football camps affililiated with Clemson 43—P. C. 6. the NCAA. From this standpoint, the Tigers won't be any
Wake Forest-William & Mary:
more handicapped than their opponents. When I say handi- The Deacs should be able to regiscapped, I mean new to this policy of having one player to ter victory number one in this
.^game. Wake Forest 21—William
play both offense and defense.
&Mary 12.
Starting back with the high school career of many of the
Maryland^Missouri: The Terragridmen, brings to light the fact that perhaps the majority pins will be without the services
played either defense or offense. The players who have of Ail-American Jack Scarbath
had only one platoon experience have to learn either to play and standout tackle Dick Modzelthis season. However, the
offense or defense as the case may be. They may be a per- lewski
boys from Maryland still have
fectionist on one aspect of the game of football, but now, to enough power to send the Tigers
the player, there are two aspects of the game—both offense from Missouri home in defeat. The
and defense. This is what Coach Howard has been trying Terrapins 29—Missouri 14.
to teach the Bengal footballers since the first of spring prac* Ga. Tech-Davidson: The Yellow
Jackets have enough power to
tice. Some of the players are having trouble learning the take the Wildcats by about eight
new game of football, while others are picking up their new toughdowns. Ga. Tech 54—Dajob as easily as they comprehend the signals given them vidson 7.
while on one platoon duty. All of the Tiger's competition
Tulane - Citadel: The boys
is confronted with this same problem, so this shouldn't hold from Charleston are definitely
out of their class in meeting the
the Bengals back too much.
Tulane eleven. The Bulldogs of
Problem number two for the Clemsonians is the shift Citadel are slated to lose by at
over from the single wing offense which they have been least three touchdowns. In resuccessful with for so many years to the split "T" forma- spect to the home state boys,
we'll pick Tulane by only 26
. tion. After learning how to perfect plays with one forma- points. Tulane 33—Citadel 7.
tion for so long, it is quite a problem to switch over to anrest of the games this week
other formation so abruptly and get the same effect. On areThe
supposed to run a little like
the single wing the players knew what they were doing this.
but with this new formation other problems arise which Furman will muster plenty" of
power in downing Newberry, Rice
must be coped with.
should take Florida, Villanjjva
The Tiger coaches and players are very conscientious will stay on the victory trai*;by
of these obstacles which have arisen this season. The aver- defeating Georgia. Alabama'w-ill
age fan perhaps does not realize the difficulty in complete- triumph over Mississippi Southern
and Mississippi will take Chattaly revamping a team.
nooga.

WHO TO WATCH AND WHERE TO WATCH THEM
At the end position the Bengals are strong as far- as the
first team goes, but that is about all. Dreher Gaskins, giant
flankman from Orangeburg, will be playing right end. For
the past two seasons Dreher has been injured at the first of
the season. This disabled him for both of these seasons.
In 1950 the big Tiger end played defense on the Orange
Bowl eleven. Playing opposite Dreher at left end will be
Scott Jackson. Jackson played as a regular last year and
in some games both on offense and defense.
White, Gressette, Inabinat, and Mattos look like the
best prospects at guard for the Tigers. White, Mattos and
Gressette all are lettermen and Inabinat was a leader on last
year's frosh eleven.
The Tiger guards are perhaps the weakest and most inexperienced men on the squad. Joe LaMontague and Nolten Hildebrand are at the head of the list at present. Looking strong at this position also is Buck Priester and Ormond
Wild.
Wingo Avery, a sophomore, in eligibility and Andy
Smalls, a senior, lyook like the best center prospects for the
1953 season. Right behind Avery and Smalls are Bill McClellan and Hampton Hunter. Hunter has played every
position in the line and has just recently been shifted to
center to strengthen that position.
At quarterback will be Don King, from Anderson, South
Carolina. As a freshman last year, King took Billy Hair's
place when Hair was injured. Another sophomore showing up well at this position is Tommy Williams. Pooley
Hubert and Forrest Calvert are also looking good at the
quarterback slot.
The left halfbacks will be led by Jimmy Wells of Columbia, South Carolina. Up until this year Wells was
just a so-so player for the Tigers, but with the switch to the
split T formation the Columbian has come into his own.
Buck George, who has played as a regular for the past two
seasons on offense, will also strengthen this position.
Ken Moore and Billy O'Dell look like the best right half
back prospects at present. Moore played one year of ball
for Clemson and then went into the Marines, playing two
years of service ball. Last year Ken played defense for the
Tigs. O'Dell, on the varsity last year as a frosh, did not
get too much experience because he was running in the
fullback slot behind durable Red Whitten.
Lawrence Gressette, Crimmins Hankinson, and Red
Whitten will be carrying most of the load at fullback this
year. All of them are included here because of their lack
of experience on either offense or defense.
UNWRITTEN FACTS ABOUT THE TIGGERS
Joe Bowen of Villa Rica, Ga., and Tommy Williams of
Paris, S. C, running second team end and quarterback respectively, were not known to Coach Howard and his staff
this time last year.
Clemson's first two elevens are composed of nine sophomores, seven juniors and six seniors. There are sophs at
every position among the first two teams except fullback,
left halfback, and right tackle.
Andy Smalls was taken out of the Tiger lineup in 1951
due to arthritis and was told that he would never don a
football uniform again. Well, this year Andy is the hardest hitting linebacker on the Tiger squad.
B. C. Inabinet, giant tackle of the Clemson squad, measures up to 6-6 and weighs 260. This makes B. C. the biggest
man in the newly formed Atlantic Coast Conference.

2 Clemson Men
Attend Large
A IBS Meeting
G. W. Armstrong and J. K.
Armstrong, South Carolina Experiment Station and USDA, Clemson, S. C, were more than the
more than 1,000 scientists from
colleges, universities, and'research
foundations throughout America
and 20 other nations who presented papers at the annual convention of the American Institute
of Biological Science (AIBS) held
during the past week at the University of Wisconsin here.
Both presented papers on
Physiologic Races of the Wilt
Fusaria from Cabbage, Radish,
and Stock, and Caryophyllaceae
Susceptible to the Carnation-Wilt
Fsarim,
The four-day scientific program,
the major event each> year for
some 4,000 biologists from North,
Central, and South America and
parts of Europe, include more than
1,000 research papers presented by
biologists reporting the progress
of their work, and more than 20
symposia at which leading biologists discussed the chief problems
faced by the biological scientists
in many fields both in fundamental investigations and in practical applications.
The AIBS is an organization
bringing together 27 professional
scientific societies, and represents
the effort of biologists to keep
their subject as unified as possible despite the special fields in
which it is broken down for research and teaching purposes.
Attending the AIBS meeting
were some of the world's leading
workers in the fields of physiology, plant disease, horticulture,
ichthyology, natural history, parasitology, taxonomy, ecology, genetics, development and growth, limnology and oceanagraphy, anatomy, mammalogy, evolution, and
other special biological studies.

This Week
September 19, Saturday, 8:00 p.
m.—P- C.-Clemson fotball game.
Memorial Stadium.
September 20, Sunday, 6:10 p.
m.—YMCA Vespers, The Rev.
Emmet Gribbin, speaker. News
and Travel reels will be shown.
September 22, WednesdayCampus Church Night.

One Platoon, Split "T"
To be Tested by Tigers

"Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness," there the
Tigers play, and another season of sports commences at
When the curtain rises on the 1953 edition of the Clemson Tigers, we will find the
Clemson. On Saturday night the Country Gentlemen open
Tigs
one of the toughest schedules in the history of the sport here at Clemson
their schedule with the traditional tussel with Presbyterian Thp facing
same of the 195S
:
:
. .
- ■
TT:—
The oneninff
opening game
1953 " _ .' .
from last year. These letterCollege. This game has always been a proving ground for gridiron season finds the Tigers Livingston
men,
along
with
a
strong
sophoThe Gamecocks defeated the
both teams, and usually results in a bang-up ball game.
facing the Presbyterian College
more line, should give the Dea-

eleven here at the Clemson Memo- Tigers last year on an aerial from cons enough scoring potential to
Gramling to Wilson.
rial Stadium.
make the Tiger-Deacon game
The Blue Hose of P. C. are go- The Deampn Deacons from one of the best of the season.
ing through the same rebuilding Wake Forest will come to the
In their seventh encounter, the
period that the Tigers are now ex- Clemson Memorial Stadium on
periencing. However, their three- October 31 for their game with Tigs will journey to Atlanta, Ga.,
six record of the past season will the Tigs. This game is also ex- for a game with the powerful
Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets.
probably be improved if Coach pected to be a tough game along
The Jackets are atop the
Lonnie McMillan's 15 retrning let- the victory route for the Tigs.
The Clemson College freshman termen come through in their exThe Deacons will be able to put Southeastern Conference perch
(Continued on Page Pour)
football team will open it's 1953 pected form,
one of the strongest backfields in
season next Friday night when
P. C.'s southpaw quarterback, the conference on the field against
they meet the Georgia Tech 'B' Harry Hamilton, will probably be the Tigers. The material in the
team here at Clemson Memorial the key man for the Blue Hose. line, however, will be new except
Stadium.
Two big ends, Bobby Jackson and for the two returning ends.
Joe Counts, will try to make up
Quarterback Sonny George,
The baby Tigers have some of
for the loss of standout Joe Kir- halfbacks Bruce Hilderbrand
the best freshman material asven.
and Billy Churn and fullback
sembled in a good many years.
In the second game against Bos- Jim Bland are returning backs
The line is fast and heavy and
the backs can give any team a ton College the Tigs .will run up
against a heavy team composed
STOP AT
run for their money.
of 19 lettermen. Coach Mike HolThe freshmen have been prac- ovak will also have about 50% of
This year will bring about a ticing since the first of September his squad composed of members
For
big change at Clemson. After a under the direction of Coaches of last year's unbeaten freshmen
Sandwiches
and Shakes
quarter of a century of running Banks McFadden and "Rock" Nor- team.
Open 'TU Midnight Nightly
from the single-wing formation, man. These two versatile menThe Eagles will be able to
the Timers will switch' to the tors are currently being assisted depend on their best backs of
Split-T this season. This fact by some members of last year's the past two years, Quarterwill be a very deciding factor in varsity squad.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
back Jimmy Kane and halfback
the won-lost column this year.
Joe Johnson. Quarterback Kane
There
are
approximately
47
men
Gentlemen Prefer
It takes considerable practice to
is an exceptionally accurate pass
obtain a smooth working T, but now running through practice thrower.
Blondes"
drills every afternoon in prepathe Tigers are very fortunate in ration for their opening tilt.
Marilyn
Monroe
The
"best
forward
wall
in
a
dehaving several players who are
cade"
will
provide
the
power
to
Jane
Russell
familiar with thfr Split-T.
Some of the best football break the fast Eagle backs into
Color by Technicolor
talent in the Carolinas is now
the open. This large contingent
Don King, the Anderson flash,
here at Clemson. Such high
will quarterback the team. He school standouts as Billy Hud- of heavy linemen is described as
"plenty deep in strength."
looked excellent in spring drills
son, Willie Smith, Hugh EichelMONDAY AND TUESDAY
One of the top teams in the
and is continuing the fine work
berger, H. B. Bruorton, Ephie country will face the Tigs in their
in the fall workouts. Forrest Cal"Latin Lovers"
vert and Pooley Hubert follow Seabrook, and Kent Monroe are third gridiron appearance of the
In the forward wall for the '53 season. They will come face
Lana Turner
King in the quarterback slot. The
two end positions are securely frosh. The backs are currently to face with the powerful charges
Bicardo Montalban
nailed down by veterans Dreher , being led by Jim Coleman, Billy of Maryland's Coach, Jim Tatum.
John Lund
Tuttle, Joel Wells, and Frank
The Terrapins will find themGaskin and Scott Jackson. They
Color by Technicolor
Griffith.
All
of
these
players
selves with the services of Ailplay on offense and defense
are from South Carolina.
Americans Jack Scarbath and
equally well and Gaskin has been
considered the best defensive end
The starting lineup for the Baby Dick Modzelewski. However,
Wed. and Thur.
in Clemson history. Nathan Gres- Bengals will probably run some- their forward wall will be bolsette and .Clyde White, weighing thing like this. The ends will be stered by such stalwarts as Bob
"Let's Do It Again'
225 apiece, have seen action as held down by B^illy Hudson and Morgan and Stanley Jones, at
Jane Wyman
regulars on both offense and de- Willie Smith, two massive lads the tackle slots and Herb HoffBay Milland
man in the guard position.
fense. Joe LaMontague, a regu- with plenty of hustle.
The backs will probably be led
Aldo Bay
lar offensive guard, showed a lot
The tackle posts will be held
of promise on defense in the down by Hugh Eichelberger and by Bernie Faloney, who is supColor by Technicolor
spring. Defensive Center Andy Bruce Schaefer or Bill Toth. All posed to fill the quarterback post
Smalls is working hard on his of- of these men weigh over 200 vacated by Scarbath, and halfback
fensive play. These gridmen will pounds and can open up holes Chet Hanulak, who is described
provide most of the tough opposi- 'big enough to drive a truck by Coach Tatum as "the best I've
seen since I've been at Maryland."
tion for the enemy in the forward through.
wall. *
Miami, Clemson's playmate in
The center of the line will be the Orange and Gator Bowl games
There is still considerable strengthened by guards H. B. of 1950 and 1951, is beginning to
Best steak for each
work ahead of the backfield on Bruorton and Ephie Seabrook and round into shape again. The Hurdefense. Buck George, Bill center Kent Monroe.
ricanes have been rebuilding and
touchdown and a cheeseThe speedy group of backs will are expected to field a strong
O'Dell, and "Red" Whitten are
find
either
Charlie
Bussey,
Jim
having a rough time with their
team during the coming season.
burger at Dan's.
tackling and pass defense, but Coleman or Larry Frick at the
Coach Andy Gustafson will
all three should show much im- helm. All of these quarterbacks start an eleven that is rich in
Meal ticket for best
provement as the season pro- have shown up well in the pre- material at quarterback and end.
gresses. At the end of spring season scrimmages. The half- It is likely that the Hurricanes
player in each game.
drills the best all-round backs, backs will have to fight it out will concentrate on their passing
for
a
starting
assignment
along
besides King, were Jimmy Wells
game as ' much—if not more—
and Kenneth Moore at the half- with Joel Wells. The fullback than their running.
backs and Crimmins Hankinson will probably be Frank Griffith.
The boys to watch for Miami
and Lawrence Gressette at fullwill be quarterback Don James
back.
and ends Frank McDonald, Tom
Pepsin, Bob Nolan, and Jim LaThe depth of the team will deRussa. They will probably have
pend on how fast the many sophoa lot to do with Miami's offensive
mores learn the new formation.
game.
On the line Joe Bowen, Walt LaraThe Tigers will really have
The YMCA Cabinet began its
way, B, C. Inabinet, Hampton
their hands full when they
'53-'54 school year Monday night
Hunter, Wingo Avery, and John by formally initiating its most im- tackle the South Carolina Gamecocks on "Big Thursday".
Greene are rated highly by the portant service project.
The Gamecocks will have five
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House
The cabinet, in cooperation with
coaches. Tommy Williams, "Shot"
All-Staters among their 25 returnthe
YMCA
and
the
various
counRogers, Joe Pagliei, Doug Thomping lettermen. Coach Rex Enright
cils, will begin the traditional
has the potential for producing
son, Buddy Helton, and O'Dell will
evening watch groups next week
be carrying their share of the and also the 'Y' Handbook will be one of the best teams in his 13
backfield chores with a little more distributed to each cadet and to year career as head mentor of the
Carolina boys.
experience.
faculty members.
The Gamecocks will be led
Hours: 7 a. m. Til Midnight
In
addition
to
this
the
Freshman
The last time that Presbyterian
by their quintet of stars, end,council has been organized and
beat Clemson was in 1943, but its officers will be elected at the Clyde Bennett, guard, Frank
Mincevich, center, Leon CunOPEN ON THURSDAYS
that doesn't mean they couldn't next meeting.
ningham, quarterback, Johnny
Evening Watch is a short devodo it anytime again. The oneGramling and halfback, Gene
platoon ruling now in <effect and tional period which is conducted Wilson. These All-Staters will
by company representatives in the
the new Split-T formation for
be backed by such stalwarts as
company area immediately followClemson will make some differ ing long roll. This year's pro- Bob King, Bobby Drawdy> Joe*
ence in an usually decisive game. grams will usually follow a syste- DeFore, Bill Wohrman and Dean
It should be a good game, and matic order and be limited to a
since it is the first game of the maximum of fifteen minutes.
These forum leaders will help
season the whole student body any cadet in any way in which he
should turn out to cheer their can. Turn out and support the
team on to victory.
evening watch services.
Both teams are in the building
stage, and will have" many
wrinkles to iron out in both offense and defense. The Blue Hose
will bring a 86 man squad to
Clemson, which shows that they
lack depth. However, every position except two will be filled by
returning lettermen from last
year. Harry Hamilton of Seneca
will lead the concentrated passing
attack against the Tigers. He
threw one touchdown pass against
the powerful Clemson defense last
year, and will be a dangerous man
on the field. Bobby Jackson, Ted
Howie,' Charles Twltty, and Joe
Counts will be main targets for
Hamilton's tossing this year. The
backfield will be fairly consistent,
but the forward wall is the big
question mark.

Freshman Football
Candidates Display
Plenfr of Hustle

CLEMSON
THEATRE
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BEAT P. C.

Y.M.C.A Cabinet
Begins Activities
For School Year

KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE

TIGER TAVERN

NOW OPEN ALL DAY

WILL BE OPEN LATE FOR ALL DANCES

MAKE OUR STORE YOUR HEADQUARTERS
FOR ALL

FEED
—FOB-

LAWNS

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

SEED

BOOKS
DRAWING INSTRUMENTS
PENCILS
FOUNTAIN PENS
SLIDE RULES
PAPER

—FOB-

—and—

POULTRY — RABBITS — DOGS

— GARDENS — FIELD

Many Other Necessary Articles

WE DELIVEB IN CLEMSON

BAENETT'S

J. H. ROYAL

PUEINA CHOWS

CLEMSON, S. C.

•

WELCOME
BACK
STUDENTS

PATS PLACE

Moving fir Storage
PHONE 6703

Tiger's Opponents Rated High
On Pre-Season Predictions

FEED — SEED — SUPPLIES — CHICKS — PLANTS
PHONE 2672

WALHALLA, S. C.

CLEMSON, S. C.
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Proposed School Will Be
Named For Dr. Daniel
D. Leon McCormac, superintendent of Pickens County School
District A, has announced that the
proposed new White high school
for the Calhoun-Clemson, Central and Six Mile areas is to
be named for the former Dean of
the School of Arts and Sciences
of Clemson College, Dr. D. W.
Daniel. The school is to be called the D. W. Daniel High School.
Mr. McCormac, along with the
chairman of the district, visited
the home of Dr. Daniel in Clem»on to notify the educator and
erator of the name in selection.
Dr. Daniel said simply after
hearing the decision, "It's more
than I deserve."
Plans are now being: drawn
up for the new high school
plant which is said to be in the
Price range of 8500,000. The 16
room building: is to be erected
on a 37-acre tract in the Lawrence Chapel section of Pickens County. Plans are designed to take care of 550 to 600
•tudents.
Besides the 16 rooms, the school

Clemson College has extended its
music activities to include such
courses as class piano, theory, and
methods courses for elementary
classroom teachers. Clemson is one
of the first institutions of higher
learning in the South to offer
group piano instruction to its students.
One, of the principal objectives of
this course is the performance of
music for group singing. The materials and methods course, designed for the in-service teacher, will
be given every Saturday morning
during the fall semester.
This work will be offered by Mr.
Hugh H. McGarity, associate professor of music, who has returned
to the campus after a two-year
leave of absence while working to
.ward his Ph. D. degree in music
at Florida State University.

Singing Conclave
Held In Chapel

PICTURES AT THE

CLEMSON "Y

Prof. McGarity
Inroduces New
Music Course

rr

"ON THE CAMPUS"
Dr. D. W. Daniel, retired Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences.
slated to include a cafeteria, of the winning dairy products
"SWEETHEARTS isgymnasium,
auditorium, indus- judging team at the 1949 ColON PARADE"
trial arts shop, agriculture shop, legiate Student's International
—Starring—
science laboratories, library, home Contest.
Ray Middleton, Eileen Christy economics room, first aid room,
The Master of Science Degree
A first run Republic Picture
teacher's lounges, offices, and was awarded Graham in 1951 by
ALSO
other facilities.
Iowa State College.
The home of Dr. Daniel at Mt.
"CRY OF THE HUNTED"
Gallagher, in Laurens County, is
with Polly Bergen
where he began his long service
SEPTEMBER 18
record in the teaching field.
Dr. Daniel received his degree |
"THE SUN SHINES
from Wofford College. After sev- I
BRIGHT"
eral years experience, he became
A first run picture with
the head of Hebron High School in
Charles inninger
Marlboro County, Central High
Arleen Whelan
School in Pickens County and
Batesburg Institute before joining i
SEPTEMBER 19
the faculty of Clemson College in
"ABOVE AND BEYOND" 1898.
Eleanor Parker, Robert Taylor
While at Clemson he served as
assistant professor of English, pro- I
SEPTEMBER 21
fessor of English and as dean of
"MAIN STREET TO
the school of arts and sciences.
After retiring in 1940. he taught
BROADWAY"
seven years without pay for the
Tallulah Bankhead
regular sessions, as no funds were [
Lionel Barrymore
available.
SEPTEMBER 22
THURSDAY SEPT. 17

Approximately 1,200 people attended the Five-County Singing
Convention held in the college
chapel September 6. An all day
sing, a picnic lunch, and the election of officers were the main
events of the conclave.
Lowell Barnett of Clemson was
elected president succeeding Arthur Harper of Williamston. J. C.
Galloway, also of Clemson, was
elected secretary-treasurer.
The sound of tapping feet were
heard all over the chapel, as gospel quartets sang the old songs
and new jazzed up arrangements.
The Ambassadors from Cleveland,
Tennessee, the Harper Quartet
from Williamston and the Bright
Star from Anderson were some of
the many groups taking part in
the big event.

TIGER'S OPPONENTS
(Continued from Page Three)
in virtually all pre-season listings. They will be minus a
number of standouts from their
unbeaten squad of the past
season but will still have AllAmerican Leon Hardeman and
Larry Morris to bolster thier squad.
The Yellow Jackets appear, to
have as much offensive punch as
they had last year, and assuming
mastermind Dodd can get his boys
playing both on offense and defense, he'll probably win as many
games as he did in '52.
Possibly the easiest encounter
on the Tiger schedule will be
The Citadel Bulldogs. This
game will,be number eight for
the Tigers and will be played in
Charleston, on Novermeb 14.
Unless Coach Johnny McMillan
can find some strong offensive
players to make up for the loss
of Buddy Freidlin and Paul Chapman, he will probably have to
rely heavily on his defensive
game.
The Citadel squad, is light and
fast, however, and could give some
teams a tough time. Halfback
This season will probably be a
tough one for the Tigers of Clemson, but the student body can be
depended upon to back the Tigs in
victory or defeat.

Bufort Blanton and quarterback
Bubba Williams are the only
bright spots in the Bulldog lineup.
The Tigers will wind up their
1953 campaign against Auburn
here on November 21. This should
also be a good game for the spectators.
The Plainsmen have a squad
that will be composed of a large
number of freshmen and sophomores. To back this group will
be such outstanding hacks as
Vince Dooley and Bobby Freeman, guard Ed Duncan and few
other returning from last year's
squad.

HOKE SLOAN
MEN'S WEAR OF THE BETTER CLASS . . .
A Clemson man in business at Clemson
Interwoven Socks - Arrow Shirts - Crosby Square and
Jarman Shoes.

MELTON SERVICE STATION
CLEMSON, S. C.
See us for wheel-balancing and let us service your car
for those week-end trips.

WHITMAN CANDIES
EASTMAN KODAKS & FILM
KODAK DEVELOPING SUPPLIES
COLLEGE SEAL JEWELRY
COLLEGE SEAL STATIONERY
PENNANTS - STICKERS - NOVELTIES

Specializing in

HOT DOGS
AND HAMBURGERS

L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO.
CLEMSON, S. C.

OPEN TIL 1:00 A. M.

The Paid Circulation of Anderson's

"SAN ANTONE"
Arleen Whelan
SEPTEMBER 23

"SNOWS OF
KILIMANJARO"
Susan Hayward, Gregory Peck
SEPTEMBER 24

"TRY AND GET ME"
Lloyd Bridges, Adele Jergens
A picture will be shown each
Saturday morning for 5c or 9c

Dr. Graham Added
To Dairy Depl. Staff
Dr. D. M. Graham, associate in I
dairying, has been appointed by
the South Carolina Agricultural
Experiment Station to do research |
in the dairy products field.
Graham received his B. S. degree in dairy manufacturing from
Mississippi State. He won a scholarship from the Dairy Industries
Supply Association as a member

Daily NEWSpapers Has Passed

WELCOME BACK ALL CLEMSON MEN
Shop the Men's Department of Bailes-McCracken Company in Seneca for any of your
needs.
"The Place to Go for the Brands You
Know"
DOBBS AND ADAMS HATS
ARROW, WINGS and SUNSET SHIRTS
JANZEN SPORT WEAR
WEMBLEY and BOTANY TIES
COOPER and FRUIT OF THE LOOM
UNDERCLOTHING

SOUTH CAROLINA'S FASTEST
GROWING PUBLICATIONS!

BAILES - JvKRACKEN CO.
SENECA

SOUTH CAROLINA

r
WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!

South Carolina's Most Interesting N ewsRapej^
L.S.HEMBREE, EDITOR

SEE US FOR B. F. GOODRICH
TIRES, TUBES AND BATTERIES

M&ll

RICHFIELD GASOLINE AT
2c PER GALLON DISCOUNT

Archie's
SERVICE STATION
CLEMSON, S. C.

For 54 Years One Of The Great Newspapers Of The South
J. B. HALL, EDITOR
JAMES R. YOUNG, Associate Editor

WILTON E. HALL
PUBLIRHER

